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Leveling guide maplestory 2

Page 2i.redd.it/6q909x... Getting all your characters to the max level can be a little hard, especially if your new to games are as many traditional ways we know how to do this are different in MapleStory 2.Of course you can always defeat monsters and stick to quests but there's a way to get efficient to 70 without getting much time so you can enjoy using your characters when
they're at their strongest and ready to progress the game. You start as level one and gain a bunch of levels in the beginner and reach level 70 which is the maximum level in MapleStory 2 through many quests as well as other methods that can gain you experience when you play. Here's a guide that can help you reach level 70 in just a few days as we are able to hit 70 about 2-3
days after similar methods for faster progress. BasicsIn will lead to a high level you need to gather enough experience based on the total amount you already have that you gain another level and your personality is becoming stronger. The higher your level, the bigger the experience required that you need to continue with higher quests and venture into areas with higher levels.
Monsters will experience but it's not the best idea to grind them out to gain levels, instead do their best to stick to certain tasks like doing quests, killing world bosses, playing music, fishing, exploring and more. There are many ways to level up but it's best to choose which tasks you aim for first to make sure you can take more of the different tasks as some are not available or hard
to do later on. The best way to get experience although there are many ways to level up, this is considered the best way to consider availability as well as the amount of experience they can provide. It is best to level up in a way that is easier in terms of you performing less hard tasks for a greater amount of experience and figuring out which ones are more applicable to your
situation can make it easy for you to level up. Doing QuestsQuests is the main way for you to level your characters as they have plenty of experience and there is enough to reach certain levels in the game. Most of these will begin at a certain level and give you experience to get to the next and make up quests related to those levels. There are mainly 2 types of quests past the
special ones that you may limit as daily quests per day while these quests are available and needed for you to progress through the story. Many of these quests usually take you to a traveling place, talking to the NPC, defeating mobs, collecting items and other simpler tasks that are easy to finish, allowing you to progress quickly. BossesWorld world bosses may be difficult but
they offer a lot of experience as well as a good amount of loot for players who are joining the battle. It is common for players to start hunting world bosses when they run out of epic quests that they have available Hunting world bosses with a party is a popular way to level up. The more players fight the world boss, the easier it is to defeat them as they attempt to solo will take up a
lot of the time and if you have no to fight them with you then it might be better to resort to other ways of gaining experience. Playing MusicPlaying music is a great way to level up, especially if you're multitasking as this can be done automatically by playing a song and returning after a while or using an auto-run coupon that will play your character for a lot of time. This gives some
experience based on how long the song is that you are playing so either choosing long or short tracks will be a good amount of experience. ExplorationExploring is another good way to level up however it's your best to save this for later as they make a percentage of the experience based on their current level. It serves as an alternative way to gain experience when you need to
reach the last few levels and should be used for leveling from 50 to 60 as many quests when nearly 60.FishingAnother is a good way to get a fishing experience that can be done automatically with an automated fishing coupon that allows your character to attempt your fishing. You can leave your character fishing while you do another job to give you time to focus on other things
while gaining levels. Reach the 50Most level of your experience when you start form quests so you have to stick to the epic quests that you are given. It is optional to make some side quests but after an epic quest that your original set of quests will eventually take you to level 50 in no time. If you are looking for original quests, you will be able to reach level 50 or more within a day
depending on how much time you have to play. The higher your level becomes the more experience that is given by quests so don't be fooled if it looks low at first as the experience of the original quests is actually higher later on, making it easy to level up. You don't need any expensive gear or upgrades as you end up items of quests that you do so wisely to save later. Only when
you must upgrade weapons when you receive coupons for a special level item so that you can defeat it to accelerate enemies is upgraded. Leveling 50 to 60 is probably the most annoying part but the bonus when it comes to leveling is going from level 50 to level 60 as you run out of epic quests sooner or later and need to resort to other methods in being able to reach level
60.This bonus as once you gain level 60 you set epic gear that carries you all the way to level 70 Along with new quests. You may resort to fishing, playing music and exploring but try for world bosses too if you have others with you to speed things up. Doing side quests that are around level 40 to 50 will also help you get a good amount of experience but most find it easier to just
fish, play music or explore. Reach You reach level 60, things get a little easier again and you gain effort to keep track with your rank, giving you knew and stronger abilities to go with navigator bonuses that gives you epic sets. From here you can follow a collection of quests that you are given as well as doing more fishing, playing music, exploring and killing the world's bosses to
finish. Epic gear will help you finish your quests quickly and can even be used to routinely kill enemies that are level high so you can loot the farm and experience at the same time on your way to 70.TipsAlways stick to your quests as a resource for your basic experience and only resort to optional quests if they are near or if you run out of quests Main to work on. You don't have to
buy gear or dungeon farm until you have 60 or 70 of the most quests you provide with good gear and finally doing them brings you to the dungeon that provides you with gear as well. Stick to a build and avoid getting all the skills until later as you want to be able to do as much damage as you can to progress quickly. Resort to using coupons when you plan for a high level when you
have AFK so you can save time and use them to your full extent. Save exploration goals one last time as they have a percentage of the experience that works as a good last option for when you have no other way to level up. OverviewLeveling is so easy on MapleStory 2 where most of the challenge is actually getting from level 50 to level 60 but the rest is all fast and easy. After
the right procedures and having a strategic way to get experienced by planning what tasks you will do in the right order can guarantee you reach level 70 within 1 to 3 days depending on how long you play. Don't worry if you don't do damage on the beginner because then in the majority of players deal almost the same amount and in the end, once your 70, it's all about milling that
endgame equipment. This Maple 2 leveling guide will show you all possible ways you can level up from 1 to 60 and the fastest way to do this. All of these Maple 2 leveling guide strategies are great but there are a few that work best, note that you can also buy an MS2 bundle package that is a 100% booster shopping experience and craft 50% increase pine mushroom stew for a
massive 150% increase in experience (which should make your own 50-60 leveling breeze). Maplestory 2 Leveling Table Contents Guide is another useful GMS2 guide by clicking on a link it will open in a new tab. Class Row List Locations Case Guide Ultimate Bonus Guide In-Depth Gear Guide Berserker Build Guide Runeblade Build Guide To Build Wizard Guide Build Guide
Build Guide Build Guide Heavy Gunner Build Archer Guide Build Guide Build Guide Best PvP Classes Guide Spirit Binder Build a Leveling Guide From lvl 1 to 50 If you are a beginner, once you first start you will probably be thrown by the amount of maple information 2 in you Feel There's a lot of stuff. From gaining experience in Maple 2 and we cover many of them later but as
beginners the best way to get a quick experience for your character is to follow the epic story line. Ms2's epic efforts will give you tons of experience, gear and mesos. These quests were carefully designed so that each more or less ends your original epic quest story line at level 50. Do note that all the gear you carry from these quests will carry you through the content up to level
50, then you need to prepare for grinding dungeons, you can read more about this in our Maple 2 Gear Guide. You can also explore quests and do some other side quests, but those often have a lot more time to complete and less than the optimal experience to gain per minute. After completing the original MS2 Epic Story Line and reaching level 50, you gain experience of epic
quests drop to 10 times less than what you notice in level 49, so you should use the strategies we described below to level from 50 to 60. In case you're wondering, it takes about 6 hours to reach level 50 by doing just epic Quests (no grinding monsters, dungeons etc). Leveling from 50 to 60 fishing is amazingly a great way to get experience for your character. It works well below
50 levels as well, but it's not as efficient as the epic story line. So focus on fishing only when you want to reach level 60. By finishing the story line, you should have about 2 hours worth of automatic fishing vouchers. Activate them when you have to go afk and let your mill experience. Music music alongside fishing is also a great way to gain experience on MS2. Get a few auto
coupons and go afk. Someone told me that it takes about 5 hours of afk playing music to level up from level 50 to 60 (it's not tested myself though). Mini mini games are also very good exp resource level 50. Joining any mini-game will work, my personal favorite is racing because you gain about 500k experience per question (and they accidentally win/lose like some other little
game), which is really good and it adds up a lot of experience if you fail to answer them all properly. Life skills are often underrated, life skills give you some (but not a lot) of experience, doing them if you've finished anything else that we've covered in this Maple 2 leveling guide. Housing farming experience every day you can get a certain amount of experience from putting furniture
in your home. The best and fastest way to get exp this way is to pick up and place down the same item repeatedly until you realize there is no other gained experience. You can get about 20-30% experience (every day) after level 50 by doing so. The global head of farming bosses is a very tough and tank monster world that requires at least 10 players in order to kill them fast
enough. Each of them spawns in an app that you can see below, and there's always a notification when they do. World (Level 50 ones) now give you about 15% experience per kill which makes them the fastest way to reach level 60 now when compared to other ways that we mentioned in this Maple 2 leveling guide. Open your global map and write lv. 50 in the search bar, the
result tab must first boss monster. You'll then be able to see the ones spawning where and at what time. Once you find one just click on it and use the taxi to get there. Joining a party is desirable because you will have an easier time finding these world bosses in a group. Don't note that when a world boss spawns on a map, it spawns on all channels, so in theory you can spawn up
to 30 world bosses per spawn on a map (if there are many players online) only by switching channels after each kill-float over the boss icon to show you the channels he's still alive on. But in most cases you probably have time to kill maybe 2-3 per spawn, which is still a lot, 45% experience in like 10 minutes and don't forget that you also get good loot from them. Maple 2 Leveling
World Head Guidelines Spawning Program for MS2 Global Employers can be seen in the table below, format XX:30, meaning that the head of the particular world spawns at 04:30, 05:30, 06:30, and the like, every hour. World Boss Name Level Spawning Map Time Furious Baphomet 40 Reflection Castle XX:05 Doondun 15 Kearning Junkyard XX:05 Icar Case 50crest Frozen
XX:05 Lo and Moomoo 32 Baum Tree XX:05 Acreon 50 Lavender Island XX:05 Hearts Baphomet 50 Frostpeak Mountain XX:15 Ureus 50 Nazkar Pyramid XX:15 Griffin 23 Frostheart XX:15 Griffina 30 Trinian Crossing XX:25 Toh and Googoo 43 Whistler Cliffs XX:25 Giant Turtle 18 Beachway 1 1 XX:35 Vayar Gatekeeper 35 Precipice Fortress XX:35 Alpha Turtle 37 Ellua
Riverside XX:40 Lernos 40 Twilight Moon Castle XX:45 MK 52 Alpha 27 Neuron DNA Research Center XX:45 45 Devilin Warrior 21 South Royal Road XX:55 Amadon 50 Lodari Arena XX:55 Devil Boss (After Devil Warrior Dies) 24 Royal South Road XX:55 Pekanos 47 Broken Valley XX:55 Level 50 Dungeon Normal Adventure If you somehow Managed to reach 1500 gear scores
after reaching level 50, you can farm 10 lvl 50 normal dungeons per day or 30 per week (the next patch has these higher scale limits – thanks nexon!). This natural dungeon gives you excellent loot and a fair amount of experience as well as make sure they do if you can, although most people who just hit lvl 50 won't be able to do them. The fastest way to level from lvl 1 to 60 when
you first start off, follow all the epic quests, don't do anything else, only speed them up until you reach level 50. When level 50 do small games whenever you can, life skills and home farming experience. Once you have experience of this, if you have to remember afk to put on automated music/fishing otherwise do world bosses and/or dungeon normal until you hit the daily hat if
you have 1500 Score. Leveling a new character this way from 1 1 60 should make a casual player about 10-15 hours. Maple 2 Leveling Guide Tips and Tricks get an experience booster and pine mushroom stew if you can. Leaving the binoculars for after level 50, they experience 400k which makes their mill from level 50 to 60 much faster. If you have to afk, turn on automated
fishing/music. Perform the highest dungeon level for most experiences. Join a good coordinated party to kill the global boss. Don't worry about gear until you reach 50, all the epic quest bonuses are good enough to carry you. If you have premium active clubs, use 1-50 air taxis (helicopters) to travel around for trying places. After reaching level 50, travel by helicopter to every single
map in Victoria and Karkar Island. By visiting a map for the first time you will get around 60k exp and 10k prestige exp, which after 100-150 maps are really stacked. You will get about 30% and 1 prestige level of this. We hope you found our Maple 2 leveling guide useful, if you did, make sure to share it with your friends! Friends!
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